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ABSTRACT O S T I  

Intercalation anodes of graphite or disordered c a h n  in rechargeable Li-ion batteries (based on aprotic organic solvents) 
develop a passivating film during the first intercalation of Li'. The formation of this reduces the cycling efficiency and 
results in excessive consumption of Li'. The exact nature of this film is not well defined, although there are many similarities 
in properties to the films that form on Li anodes under similar cycling conditions. In this study we report on characterization 
studies of films formed during gaIvanostatic cycling of disordered carbons derived from polymethylacryolnitrile (PMAN) in a 
1M LiPF6 solution in ethylene CarbOnaWdimethyl carbonate solution (1:l by voL). Complementary tests were also conducted 
with glass carbon, where intercalation cannot occur. Complex-impedance spectroscopy was the primary measurement 
technique, supplemented by cyclic voltammetry. The passivation process was associated with two irreversible reduction peaks at 
-0.75 V and -1.1 V vs. LXi' in the dC/dV-V plot of the galvanostatic data. Similar peaks were displayed in cyclic 
voltammograms of glassy &n, but shifted to lower potentials. The PMAN impedance spectra showed inductive behavior 
during the first intercalation at potentials below 0.5 V. This inductive behavior was related to formation of non-equilibrium 
reactive intermediates associated with solvent reduction. It was not observed after several intercalationldeintercalation cycles at 
these potentials. Instead, the impedance spectra exhibited two semicircles and a Warburg-type tail. 

Introduction 

Lithium ambient-temperame cells use an organic 
electrolyte as the solvent and a number of Li salts to 
provide ionic conductivity for Li' during charge and 
discharge. During the cycling of such cells, the Li anode 
eventually forms dendrites that can cause shorting (1-2). 
The poor cycling capability of metallic Li under these 
conditions has spurred interest in the development of 
alternative anodes that intercaIate Li'. 

With an intercalation cell, the Li' is shuttled 
between the anode and cathode during discharge and 
charge of the cell. This mechanism eliminates the 
formation of metal dendrites that are associated with Li 
anodes under the same conditions. This, coupled with the 
potential for long cycle Me, makes the Li-ion-wbon 
technology very attractive for commercial applications. 

The primary material of interest for this application 
has been partially graphitized (disordered) carbons or 
graphites. During charging, the Li' is desolvated and 
inserted between the basal planes of the graphite structure. 
Deintercalation occurs during the reverse (discharge) 
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process.' Care must be taken when using polypropylene 
& w e  (PC) as a solvent, as reaction with PC results in 
edoliation of the graphite, which greatly degrades 
pe l fOrIMIlce  

Graphite can form a number of staged compounds 
with Li (3). The maximum Li content that is normally 
attained for an ideal graphite structure i s  LiG. This 
composition is equivalent to cbarging to a level of 372 
mAh/g of carbon. With disordered carbons, however, 
much higher values have been reported for the first 
intercalation-in excess of 800 W g ,  in some instances 
(2). On deiitercalation, however, a much smaller capacity 

.is observed. The difference in the two values is referred to 
as the irreversiile capacity, QiR, and can be quite large at 

'times-over 400 &g. In some cases, Q+ can be greater 
than the reversible capacity, Qmv (2). 

It is believed that the irreversible capacity results 
fiom the formation of a passivation layer on the carbon 
surfkce during the intercalation. This layer is 
thought to be very siinilar to the solidelectrolyte-inte-interEdce 
(SEI) layer that forms on metallic Li anodes in contact 
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with aprotic organic solutions of Li salts ( 4 3 .  It is 
desirable to minimize &, since extensive passivation 
results in excessive consumption of Li during the first 
intercalation. 

The passivation layer on carbon or graphite 
electrodes results fkom parallel electrochemical processes 
that involve solvent reduction that takes place at potentials 
below 0.5 V vs Lini+? The name of the film is 
dependent on the type of carbon, the composition of the 
solvent and supporting electrolyte, and the current 
density, 

A number of techniques have been be used to study 
the SEI layer on Li. These include x-ray diffraction, 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), secondary ion mass 

electrochemical techniques such as cyclic voltammetry 
and complex impedance (5). In this paper, we report on 
the use of complex impedance to study the passivation 
process on disordered carbons derived fkom 
polymethylacxylonitrile @MAN) precwsors. Parallel tests 
were conducted using cyclic voltammetry. Glassy carbon 
electrodes were also included in the study, as they allowed 
data to be obtained on a carbon with a well-defined 
surface area where intercalation was not possiile. 

Fourier transform infrared s p e c t r ~ s o ~ p ~  WJR), x-ray 

spectroscoPY (SJMS), - sPectrO=)PY, and 

Experimental 

Materials - The PMAN carbons used in the study 
were prepared by an inverse emulsion technique, Using 
divinylbenzene (DVB) as a crosslinking agent (6.3. 
Carbons were pyrolyzed at temperatures of 700°C to 
1,100"C under an atmosphere of Ar or Ar/5% Hz. The 
corresponding BET surface areas ranged from under 10 to 
over 230 m21g. 

The solution used-for the characterization tests was 
1M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate @C)/dimethyl carbonate 
(DMC), in a 1:l volume ratio. The LiPF6 was obtained 
from Hashimot0 Chemical Cow. and was used as 
received. The EC and DMC were from Mitsubiishi 
Chemical Co. and were used as received. The water 
content of the solution, as measured by Karl-Fischer 
titration, was typically 4 0  ppm. Li foil (Foote Mined) 
was used for the counter and reference electrodes. 
- Cells - A three-electrode system was used to test all 

the carbons. The PMAN powder was mixed with 15% 
polyvinylidene fluoride (PDF) as a binder and 5% Super 
'S' carbon as a conductive additive. The carbon anodes 
were pasted onto a Cu substrate by the doctor-blade 
technique using dimethylformamide as the medium. After 
vacuum drying to remove solvent, anode discs 1.27 cm in 
diameter (1.27 cm2 area) were punched from the Cu sheet. 

Typical thicknesses of the active anode ranged fkom 0.20 
mm to 0.23 mm and the mass of active carbon ranged 
fiom 5 mg to 10 mg. 

Two 0.25-mm-thick Celgard 2500 separators were 
used between the working electrode and the counter 
electrode. The latter consisted of a 0.25-mm thick foil of 
Li cold-pressed onto a stainless-steel disc. The reference 
electrode consisted of a Li flag (8-10 mm wide x 0-25 mm 
thick) perpendicular to the outside edge of the cell, 
separated by a distance of 2-4 mm. The electrode 
assembly was loaded into a polypropylene cell and then 
placed in a secondary container with desiccant. 

The cells with the glassy carbon rods used 
polytetrafluoroethylene (FTFE) feedthrough insulators, so 
that only the end of the rod was exposed to the solution. 
The area of the glassy-n electrode was 0.07 cm2. 

Cell assembly was conducted in a dry room 
maintained at a dew point of less than -50°C. The cells 
were evacuated and backfilled with electrolyte solution in 
a glove box where the moisture and oxygen content were 
<lo ppm each After filling, the cells were allowed to 
stand overnight before testing. 

A~uaratus - Galvanostatic testing of the cells was 
performed using an Arbin Corp. Battery Test System. 
The test profile consisted of galvanostatic cycling at 0.50 
d c m '  between 2 V and 0.0 1 V for 20 cycles. An open- 
circuit wait of 600 s was imposed between charge and 
discharge. The nominal open-circuit voltage (OCV) of a 

Cyclic voltammograms were generated using a 
Princeton Applied Research Model 263 potentiostat. The 
cell was scanned between voltage limits of 3 V and 0.01 V 
at a sweep rate of 1 mV/s. 

Complex-impedance measurements were performed 
using a Schlumberger Solatron Model 1250 Frequency 
Response Analyzer coupled to a Solatron Model 1286 
Electrochemical Interface. The ixqxdance spectra were 
wrmally taken over a fresuency range of 65 kHz to 0.10 
Hz. 

Complex-impedance spectra of the carbon samples 
during gahmostatic cycling were taken at open circuit 
before intercalation and under OCV conditions at 2 V, 0.5 
*'V, and 0.01 V during the first intercalation. (Initially, 
,'spectra were taken at 0.5 V increments from the starting 
OCV, but it was subsequently found that these additional 
measurements were not necessary.) Similar 
measurements were taken at 2 V, at the end of one 
compIete intercaIationldeintercaMon cycle. Periodically, 
complex-impedance measurements were made during 
subsequent cycles. 

Generally, the complex-impedance spectra were 
performed under O W  conditions-i.e., with no potential 
applied to the cell-after waiting 300 s &er removal of the 
cell from the galvanostat During this time, it was noted 
that the cell potential under OCV conditions did not 
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always remain stable and increased with time for the 
intercalation part of the cycle. Subsequent tests also 
employed a potential-hold technique during complex- 
impedance measurements, to prevent drifting of the cell 
potential during these measurements. 

Results 

PMAN Carbon 
Galvanostatic Tests - The electrochemical response of a 
typical 700°C PMAN carbon during galvanostatic cycling 
is shown in Figure la for the first and second cycles. The 
curves for the corresponding derivatives of the capacity 
with respect to voltage vs. the voltage (dC/dV vs. V) are 
shown in Figure lb. (Presentation of the data in this form 
provides information similar to that of a cyclic 
voltammogram.) 

Figure I. a) First and second galvanostatic 
cycles of a 7OO0C PMAN carbon cycled between 
voltage limits of 2 V and 0.01 V. b) dC/dV vs. V 
for the same sample. 

During the first cycle, the irreversible capacity was 
found to be comparable to the reversible capacity, or about 
400 W g  Le., the efficiency was only 50%. (With a 
1,lOO"C PMAN, both Qirr and Qrcy were reduced but low 
efficiencies were still obtained.) The bulk of passive-film 
formation took place during the first cycle. The 

passivation during the second cycle was only 57 rnAb/g 
for an efficiency of 86%. By the eighth cycle, the 
efficiency increased to over 97% and remained W e e n  
97.6% and 98.8% for the duration of the 2 0 q d e  test. 

Two nonreversible reduction peaks are evident in the 
derivative curves (Fig. lb), at 4-75 V and -1.1 V. These 
are associated with the formation of the passivation layer, 
since they were not evident on subsequent cycles? The 
broad oxidation peak at 1.2 V is not associated with these 
reduction peaks, as it remains on M e r  cycling. The 
jagged response below 0.5 V on the first cycle was typical 
and is associated with noise in the galvanostatic data. 

To try to understand the nature of this film, 
complex-impedance measurements were performed. 

Complex Imuedance - The complex-impedance 
spectra of a PMAN carbon prepared at 700°C are shown 
in Figure 2 under OCV and potential-hold conditions as a 
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Figure 2. Complex-impedance spectra of 
7OO0C PMAN carbon as a function of potential 
during the first intercalation. a) Before 
intercalation and at 2 V; b) at 0.5 V and 0.01 V. 



function of applied potential during the first intercalation 
cycle. As expected, the spectrum before intercalation 
showed capacitive behavior with a large semicircle and a 
90" tail characteristic of a porous electrode (Fig. 2a). The 
spectra at 2 V appeared similar to that prior to 
intercalation, except that semicircle associated with the 
charge-transfer process became better defined and smaller 
in diameter. Identical impedance spectra were obtained 
under both OCV and potential-hold conditions. This 
indicates that the reduction processes were essentially at 
quasiequilibrium conditions when the cell was removed 
from the galvanostat at this potential. 

The response at potentials below 0.5 V, however, 
were somewhat surprising, in that a welldefined 
inductive arc appeared. A similar inductive arc with a 
loop was observed at the lowest applied potential of 0.01 
V (Fig. 2b) (Similar inductive behavior was observed 
with the PMAN pyrolyzed at 1,lOO"C.) As can be seen, 
the spectra were essentially the same under OCV and 
potential-hold conditions, indicating good electrode 
stability under these quasiequilibrium conditions. 

The complex-impedance measurements were 
repeated during subsequent intercalation cycles, to observe 
the effect on the spectra. While the bulk of the passive 
film formation occurs during the first intercalation, some 
additional formation occws at a low rate during 
subsequent cycles. The impedance behavior of the 
electrode would be expected to reflect these changes in 
morphology and structure. 

The complex-impedanm spectra for the 700°C 
PMAN carbon at 2 V after one complete 
intercalatioddeintercalation cycle showed a semicircle 
and Warburg tail. The inductive component was still 
evident at 0.5 V and 0.01 V on the second and third 
cycles, however, but at a much reduced level. This 
indicates some passive-film formation was still occurring 
under these conditions. - 

The complex-impedance spectra after 16 complete 
cycles are shown in Figure 3 for this same material. The 
spectnun at 2 V showed a semicircle and a Warburg-like 
tail (Fig. 3a). (The high-frequency part of the m e  is 
expanded in the insert in Fig. 3a for the resistance region 
0 to 40 ohms.) These are associated with charge transfer 
during film formation (solvent reduction) and ditrusion of 
Li' through the passive fib. 

The spectra at 0.5 V and 0.01 V (Fig. 3b) showed 
two semicircles and a Warburg-type tail. The tail for the 
0.5 V data was not very evident at the low-fiequency limit 
of 0.10 Hz. It became well defined for the 0.01 V data, 
however, when the frequency was reduced to 0.3 mHz. 
The low-frequency semicircle is most likely associated 
with the interahtion processes invoiving Li'. 
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Figure 3. Complex-impedance spectra of 
700°C PMAN carbon as a function of potential 
during the 17th intercalation cycle. a) At 2 V; b) 
at 0.5 V and 0.01 V. - 

Glassy Carbon 
Qclic Voltanunetrv - Cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

experiments were run on the glassy carbon, in an attempt 
to better define the electrochemical processes associated 
with formation of the passive film during cycling of 
PMAN carbom. Since the glassy carbon lacks the 
graphene sheets associated with disordered carbons and 

-'&apbites, no intercalation of Li+ is possible. Thus, the 
&edominant electrode process during reduction should be 
passive-film formation. The results of the CV tests are 
summarized in Figure 4 for the first three scans. 

Three irreversible reduction peaks associated 
the formation of the passive film were observed during the 
i k t  cycle: two broad peaks (shoulders) at 1.7 V and 1.2 
V and a major peak at 0.45 V. The latter two are 
consistent with the derivative data of Fig. lb, but are 
shifted in poten!ial (see Footnote 2). The peak at 1.7 V 
may be due to an electroactive impurity in the solution. 
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Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms for glassy 
carbon for three cycles. Scanned from 3 V to 
0.01 Vat 1 mV/s. 

The broad shoulders disappeared on the second scan 
and the peak at 0.45 V was substantially reduced, 
indicating reduced film formation. By the third cycle, 
very little film formation was occurring. The 
irreversibility was readily evident in the current 
ef€iciencies for the three cycles. The efficiency for the 
first cycle was only 18.7% which i n c r d  to 24.5% and 
26% for the second and third cycles, respectively. 

These data suggest that passive-film formation 
proceeds slowly over multiple cycles on a planar glassy- 
carbon surface where the surfkce area is very small. In 
comparison, film formation for the PMAN carbons. which 
have a relatively high &ce area, is essentially complete 
duringthefirstreduction. 

The reduction peaks we observed with glassy carbon 
with our electrolyte are similsr to what has been reported 
by Inaba et al., for CVs of highly oriented pyrolytic 
graphite (HPOG) in 1M LiCIO&C-diethyl carbonate 
(DEC) solution (8'. They obsewed a major peak at 0.733 
V, with two smaller ones are 0.558 V and 0.427 V. These 
were associated with reduction of the EC-DEC solution 
and were hevmile .  The reduction process was initiated 
near 1.1 V for their electrolyte system These data are 
consistent with our observations with glassy carbon in our 
electrolyte. 

Comulex ImDedance - The complex-impedance 
spectra of the glassy carbon at OCV (no potential hold) 
are shown in Figure 5 as a function of potential during the 
first reduction cycle under galvanostatic conditions. (The 
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Figure 5. Complex-impedance spectra of 
glassy carbon at OCV as a function of applied 
potential during first reduction. 

same results were obtained when these tests were repeated 
under potentid-hold conditions.) The lower frequency 
limit for these tests was increased to 1 Hz from 0.1 Hz 
because of the large scatter in the data at low frequencies. 

The response at OCV before passage of current was 
that of a simple capacitor in series with a solution 
resistance of -4.5 ohms. The capacitance calculated from 
the low-frequency limit was 2.8 pF (9). This cornpates to 
a capacitance of 4,700 pF for the 700°C PMAN calculated 
in the same manner. A similar electrode response was 
observed at 2 V. 

However, when the potential was reduced to 0.5 V, 
where passivation would be expected to bk extensive, no 
inductive an: or loop omured as for the PMAN carbon 
under the same conditions (Figure 2b). The spectrum at 
0.01 V showed mostly a charge-transfer process coupled 
with a possible Warburg-type diffusion, The spectnun at 

-2  V, after one complete cycle, looked very similar to that 
"fir 0.5 V during reductioq the surface no longer appeared 
./g, a simple capacitor as it did with no passage of current. 

The complex-impedance spectra for the second cycle 
' did not differ markedly ftom those of the first cycle, 
indicating that the electrode processes during repeated 
cycling were similar and involved the formation of the 
passiveiilm. 

As shown in Figure 6, the cell potential was not 
stable when ?he cell was gated to open circuit before 
stepping to lower potentials @e., 2 V ,0.5 V, and 0.01 V) 
during the galvanostatic tests. The potential increased 
rapidly on open circuit, indicating that the cell was not at 
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Figure 6. Cell potential of glassy-carbon 
electrode during galvanostatic cycling tests 
where compleximpedance measurements were 
taken at OCV as a function of applied potential 
during first reduction. 

equilibrium. The rate of increase of the open-circuit 
potential of the glassy carbon between voltage steps was 
considerably less with subsequent cycles, indicating the 
electrode was moving closer to equilibrium with repeated 
cycling. 

The same voltage instability was exhibited by PMAN 
carbons when they were removed fiom the potentiostat 
and placed immediately under OCV condition prior to 
impedance measurements. It was not as pronounced, 
however, as for glassy carbon. The rate of increase was 
significantly reduced if the cells were held at a fixed 
potential and the curreit allowed to decay to a low value 
(typically G O  jA) prior to removal from the galmostat- 

The formation of the passive jilm on the glassy 
carbon under these conditions was more controlled and 
limited relative to the PMAN carbon. The glassy-cahn 
electrode had a much lower surface area than the PMAN 
electrods-o.07 cm2 vs. 1480 cm2, respectively. Li" is 
prevented from interdating into the glassy carbon 
because it lacks the lamellar structure of the disordered 
carbons and graphite. Thus, the behavior of the glassy 
carbon under galvanostatic cycling reffeds the formation 
of the passive film fiom solvent decomposition (from 
chemical and electrochemical processes) without the 
complications of intercalation reactions. 

Discussion 

Similar inductive behavior in the impeaance spectra 

for PMAN carbons in this work has been noted for the 
electrodeposition of Ni from H2SO4 solutions (10-13). In 
that case, the inductive behavior was amiuted to reactive 
intermediates. In the present work, the inductive behavior 
is believed to be associated with chemisorption and 
reduction of reactive intermediates associated with the 
reduction of solvent on high-dace-area PMAN carbon. 

Complex-impedance spectra have been reported for 
mesophase pi tchhed carbon fibers by Takami et al. as 
a function of extent of intercalation (14). They also used 
1M LiPF6 in their work but with an EC and PC mirrture. 
Their spectra during the first intercalation showed a 
distorted semicircle and a weak Warburg-type tail for 
carbons prepared at 900°C. The diameter of the 
semicircles for the charge-transfer process decreased as x 
increased from 0.1 to 0.65 in Li& during intercalation. 
There was no evidence of any inductive component in 
their spectm 

In recent work, Zaghib et al., measured the complex 
impedance of a disordered mesocarbon prepared at 7OOOC 
(15). Spectra were taken at decreasing.potentials from 
500 mV to 0 V during intercalation- The carbon-anode 
response changed considerably as a fhction of potential. 
Their data also showed the presence of a small inductive 
component during the first intercalation. The magnitude 
of the inductance was much less than what was observed 
in our worjs however. More importantly, the inductive 
behavior was observed at high frequencies, while we 
observed it only at low frequencies (a Hz). The 
inductive response for their cell could have been 
associated with cell leads. 

At 500 mV, a semicircle was observed which became 
smaller in diameter when the potential was reduced to 200 
mV, with concomitant development of a Warburg-type 
tail. At 80 mV and 0 V, additional semicircles appeared 
at low fkquencies. These could be associated with 
interahtion of Li+ or e~ectrodeposition ofLi. This work 
indicates that the first intercalation process can be quite 
complicated in the case of disordered carbons, where 
multiple reactions involving solvent reduction can OCCUT. 

Zaghii et al. found that the complex impedance 
.spectra of a carbon graphitized at 3,OOO"C exhiiited a 

** @mple charge-transfer processes (well-defined semicircle) 
dcoupled with a diffusion process (Warburg tail) (15). The 
diameter of the semicircle decreased with as the applied 
potential during intercalation was reduced fiom 500 mV 
to 0 V, much as for the 700°C carbon. However, there 
was no evidence for any induction processes for the high- 
temperature carbon. In addition, there was an absence of 
multiple semicircles at potentials below 80 mV which 
contrasts markedly with the data for the 700°C carbon. 

The data by Zaghii et al. indicate that the extent of 
order in the carbon has a strong impact upon the nature of 
the passive W n  that forms during the initial intercalation 
o f ~ P .  This padkls our experience with PMAN carbons, 
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where both the reversible and irreversible capacity are a 
strong h c t i o n  of pyrolysis temperature. However, both 
the high- and low-temperature PMAN carbons exhibited 
inductive behavior in their impedance at potentials below 
0.5 V. 

The question arises then as to what is responsible for 
I the inductive behavior we observed during intercalation of 

PMAN carbons. There are a number of possible 
explanations. One possibility is the inductive behavior 
resulted from the cell and test configuration used. This 
was not observed, however, with graphitic or well-ordered 
samples; the behavior was material specific. This 
eliminates the possibility that the inductive response was 
an artifact of the test cell. 

A second possibility is the inductive behavior 
involved plating of elemental Li onto the carbon surface 
or in the pores during intercalation. This might be a 
possibility for the complex-impedance measurements 
made at the lowest intercalation potential of 0.01 V, if the 
galvanomt were not caliirated properly. This possib~ty 
can also be dismissed, since the inductive response 
disappears after the cell is cycled several times; it is only 
observed on the initial intercalation. The possibility of 
undervoltage deposition of Li at the lower potentials can 
similarly be discounted. 

The lack of Li plating is also reflected in the shape 
of the complex-impedance spectra. Only a semicircle 
associated with charge transfer was reported for the 
impedance spectra for Li in te t rahydroh 0 
solutions; no Warburg behavior was observed (16). 
Preliminary complex-impedance measurement in our 
laboratory of Li with our electrolyte system corroborates 
these results. 

The most reasonable explanation of the inductive 
behavior involves the formation of reactive molecular 
species on the carbon as a result of reduction of solvent 
during initial intercalafion. The reduction steps very 
likely involve chemisorption processes as well. The high 
surface area of the carbon (32 m*/g) would be expected to 
enhance the reduction of solvent under these conditions. 
This is consistent with the formation of complex species 
observed during Ni electrodeposition (13). 

The following discharge mechanism and processes 
are proposed to explain the observed complex-impedance 

At OCV, More intercalation, the electrode displays 
predominantly capacitive behavior, due to the double 
layer. At 2 V during the fivst intercalation, charge 
transfer and diffusion processes associated - with initiation 
of the formation of the passive film are indicated The 
size of the semicircle suggests that these processes are not 
very facile at this potential. At 0.5 V, however, the 

inductive behavior is observed. This is associated with the 
reduction of solvent during active f o d o n  of the passive 

Of PMAN carbons in 1M LiPF&C-DMC SOI~~~OIIS.  

Warburg-type resp~n~e disappears and significant 

film which begins near 1.1 V and is enhanced at 0.75 V. 
The intercalation of Li" under these conditions is limited. 
At 0.01 V, film growth continues, along with i n c r d  
intercalation of Li". These processes are occurring in 
parallel and are not resolved in the complex-impedance 
spectr;l. 

After deintercalation to 2 V, the carbon is covered 
with a passive film. Intercalation during subsequent 
cycling then requires diffusion of Li" through this film to 
complete the charge-transfer process. This gives rise to 
the semicircle and Warburg-type tail in the impedance 
specttum, much like that for spectnun at 2 V during the 
first intercalation (Fig. 2a). 

Intercalation during the secund cycle results in 
additional firmation of the passive film, but at a much 
reduced level compared to the first cycle. Consequently, 
some inductive behavior is still observed in the impedance 
spectra at 0.5 V and 0.01 V. After three or four cycles, a 
cohesive electrochemically stable passive film has been 
established. When reducing potentials below 0.5 V are 
subsequently applied to the carbon, the intercalation of Li" 
becomes the predominant electrode. process. This is 
manifested in the impedance spectra by a low-frequency 
second semicircle which has a diameter much smaller 
than the high-fiquency semicircle associated with 
passive-film formation. The diameter of the low- 
frequency semicircle decreases at more reducing (lower) 
potentials, due to enhanced kinetics. 

Future tests with SIMS and X P S  are planned to 
obtain information on the chemical nature of the passive 
fihq including speciation. 

Conclusions 

A passive film forms during galvanostatic cycling 
of PMAN carbons over a potential range of 2 V to 0.01 
V. The bulk of the 6lm formation ocairs irreversibly 
during the first reduction step at potentials of between 
-1.1 V and -0.75 V vs LiLC corresponding anodic 
peaks are not observed. These reduction peaks are not 
observed on subsequent cycles. With a 700°C PMAN 

. carbon, the formation of the passive film corresponds to 
'' :half of the total capacity of the first intercalation step of 
~'SOO mAh/g. on subsequent cycles, passive-film 

. formation is minimal. Similar behavior is exhiiited by 
the 1,lOO"C PMAN, except that the total capacity during 
the first cycle is only about half of that for the 700°C 
PMAN 

The complex-impedance spectra of PMAN carbons 
are very voltage dependent. Generally, capacitive 
behavior is shown before intercalation. At 2 V during 
the first intercalation, a weak semicircle and Warburg 
tailappear.. Theseare asS0cl;ited with charge-fransfer 
and diffusion of Li+ across the passive film that begins to 

' 



form at this potential during the fkst reduction step. 
Below 0.5 V, a significant inductive arc or loop appears 
in the impedance spectra during the tist intercalation. It 
is proposed that this behavior is associated with the 
formation of reactive surface groups on the high-surface- 
area carbon under dynamic, nonqdibrium conditions. 
These intermediates result from the reduction of solvent 
and exist predominately during the first intercalation. 
They are sti l l  present to a limited extent during the 
second and third intercalation cycles. After several 
cycles, however, two semicircles and a Warburg tail are 
formed. The high-hquency semicircle and Warburg tail 
are associated with the passive which has now become 
well established. The much smaller low-frequency 
semicircle is associated with the more facile Li’- 
intercalation process. The impedance spectra at 2 V 
after complete deintercalation show only a well-deked 
semicircle and Warburg tail. 

Cyclic voltammetry and complex-impedance 
measurements glassarbon elecfrdes allowed 
characterization of the passivation layer without the 
complications of Li* intercalation. Film formation 
proceeds readily and irreversibly on the first cycle. 
Further film growth is dramatically slowed on 
subsequent cycles. The complex impedance spectra for 
the passivation process show a semicircle and pseudo- 
Warburg tail. The reduction peaks associated with 
passive-film formation are shifted slightly to more- 
positive potentials for the glassy carbon compared to 
PMAN. The data for the glassy &n corroborate the 
mechanism proposed for passive-film formation on 
disordered PMAN d n s .  
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